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"The world you see is an illusion of a world," A Course in Miracles teaches. "When you really wake

up, what appeared to be real before is now recognised as the idle dream it is." Gary Renard, who is

the author of one of the most popular books ever written about the Course, guides listeners through

its scriptural verses and delivers them to a place where the need to reincarnate no longer exists. "I

understand now that reincarnation is only something that appears to happen," Renard explains. It is

just a continuation of the dream of birth and death." Distilled for people who have been curious

about A Course in Miracles - as well as for continuing students who would like to deepen their

studies - The End of Reincarnation offers listeners access to the essence of these teachings. Gary

Renard's invaluable contribution is his ability to illuminate the peace available when we awaken

from the dream and to catalyse our experience of oneness with all of creation.
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Please see my FOLLOW-UP EDIT, after the following original review:I am about 3/4 the way

through this audio set, and maybe that's why I still have some questions. First of all, I do (logically)

understand the nature of duality, with duality being 'hell', and pure non-duality being 'heaven'.And

apparently, the key to pure non-duality is getting rid of unconscious guilt, through forgiveness of

ourselves (& others). I love the forgiveness part, but I won't get in to that right now. I'll preface my

question with some background: #1. According to the information in the book, our duality is a result

of a "mad idea", which was over almost as soon as it happened (A bleep in time). Before the "mad

idea", we were all one, and there was no duality.#2. God did not create this illusion we call life, he



did not create the earth, or anything associated with our physical, separate lives that are our pseudo

reality. We created this illusion as a result of the "mad idea". The mad idea was that we thought we

could do pretty good venturing out on our own.Ok, here's where it doesn't make sense to me: If

there was no duality before the mad idea, who had the mad idea? Did God have the mad idea, and

if so, you could say he had a part in creating duality. If God did not have the mad idea, then we must

have had it, and if so, there must have been duality before the mad idea.As I said, I'm only 3/4

through these cd's, so I hope Gary explains a little more about this mad idea theory. Everything else

I've heard so far makes perfect sense, but the conflict I'm having with this one question makes me

question the validity of the rest of the info.FOLLOW-UP EDIT: OK, I have finished this two cd set,

Gary did discuss my question about the "mad idea" a little more.
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